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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERInS
Physical education is assuming a greater importance in
the elementary school curriculum.

On entry into World War I

and World War II, the people of the United States began to
see the need for physical education.

In the past few decades,

much has been written about physical education programs and

1
recently a national survey has been made covering the subject.
This survey was made to determine what activities should
go into the making of an ideal physical education program.
Different conditions, facilities, space, equipment, and other
factors require that persons in charge of physical education
programs establish programs suitable for their own situations.
To aid in the over-all development of the child, is one
of the major aims of education.

This over-all development

definitely includes attention to the physical well-being of
the child.

The modern school curriculum gives emphasis to

this in the activities of physical education.

Physical

education, in terms of outcomes, is the sum of the changes in
an individual caused by experiences centered around total
body activities.

These outcomes may be thought of in terms

of organic vigor, as expressed in the healthy organism;

^ William Ralph LaPorte, The Physical Education Curriculum
(revised edition; Los Angeles: Parker and Company, 1951), 92 pp.
*^1—
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-2n e u r o m u s G u l a r development, as expressed in skill performance;

problem solving, as expressed in the capacity for coordinated
thought, and finally, in emotional and social development
finding expression in good sportsmanship and cooperative
2

living which recognizes the rights of all,

THE PEOBLE:.!
Statement of the problem.

The purposes of this study

were (1) to determine the type of physical education program
recommended by authorities in the field as most suited for
primary grade children:

(2) to prepare a curriculum guide in

physical education for teachers in Grades 1, 2 and 3 which
would meet requirements set forth by Montana State Department
3
of Education;
(3) to plan a physical education program for
the Cornelius Hedges School that would meet the aims and
4
objectives of a well rounded program based on a national survey.
Importance of the study.

Teachers in the Cornelius

Hedges School had limited experience in the selection and
organization of activities in the physical education program.
Due to a limited background and pressure from other teaching
duties a revised guide was requested for use in the classroom.

^ Charles à. Bucher, Foundations of Physical Education
(St. Louis: G. V. i-iosby Company, 1952), pp. 30-31.
q
Circular Letter of Department of Public Instruction,
(Helena, Montana, 1951), 3 pp.
^ LaPorte, o£. cit., p. 29.
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-3This paper has been prepared to aid the primary teachers
in the selection of activities that could be used in their
own lesson plans and have carry over value into the
intermediate and upper grades.
DEFINITIONS OF TERK3 USED
Story plays.

Story plays are the kinds of activities

in which the child imitates and impersonates incidents he
has seen.

He could be a soldier, farmer, blacksmith, Santa

Claus, or sailor as the play demands.
twofold aim:

Story plays have a

First, to give a child a well balanced exercise;

second, to help develop his dramatic ability.

Much of the

child’s play centers about the home activities.
Rhythmical activities.

Fundamental rhythms are activities

such as running, galloping, hopping, sliding, skipping,
walking, whirling, and swaying to music accompaniment.
Activities such as singing games, folk dances, and gymnastic
dances are suggested.
Mimetics.

Mimetic exercises are imitative movements of

well-known activities and do not require any equipment.

They

are related to story plays except that they are more formal
and more attention is paid to the way in which the exercises
are performed.

They may be used to teach the form of

different athletic events to large groups at the same time.
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Athletic .g;aines of low organization.

Athletic games of

low organization are those games that present little or no
difficulty in organization.

They include active group games

of the type most commonly used on the school playground or
in the gymnasium.

They are of value developraentally

throughout all the grade school, and many of them continue
to hold interest even longer recreationally.

They are

readily adaptable to all kinds of situations, facilities,
sizes of groups and ages.
Stunts.

Stunts are forms of play that arise from the

desire to test one *s ability.

They stimulate virtues as

courage, self-confidence and skill.

Stunts are easily

organized for practice, economical of space and equipment,
and are adaptable to many age periods.

They lend themselves

especially well to group organization, and give opportunity
for student leadership.

Children should be encouraged to

bring in stunts of their own which stimulate and challenge
other members of the class.
Relays.

Relay races are races between two or more lines.

These lines may have from four to twenty members.

These

races are usually played by individuals racing out to a given
point and returning to the starting position.

Each member

of each line has a chance to race out to the point and back.
The line finishing first wins the relay race.
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Hunting: marnes.

Hunting games are largely traditional,

social games, arising out of the hunger for activity and the
hunting and protective responses.

These games have an enemy

or "it element and a number of various combinations of such
elements as hunting, chasing, striking, tagging, dodging,
hiding and others.

These activities occupy a prominent place

because they offer special appeal to the elementary school
child.
PROGSDÜiiS fOLLOhhD

Authorities in the field of physical education for the
primary grades, teacher requests, curriculum studies and the
state course of study were surveyed as a basis for
establishing standards for teaching physical education to
children in the primary grades.
The facilities and present status of the program for
children in the first, second, and third grades in the
Cornelius Hedges School were surveyed by personal interviews
with the physical education supervisor and teachers involved,
and by personal observation.
A comparison betw/een the surveyed orograat in the
Cornelius Hedges School, and a program recommended by
authorities in physical education for children in the primary
grades was noted.

As a result of these findings the

following program for physical education which could be
adapted to the facilities available in the Cornelius Hedges
School, Kali spell, ilontana, was recommended.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

-6ORGAîaZATIOft OF REiZ.^INDËR OF THE TAPER

Chapter II reviews related studies and materials in
planning a physical education program in the primary grades.
Aims and purposes are cited as well as criteria for selection
of activities.

Chapter 111 describes the development of

the physical education for the first, second, and third
grades for the Cornelius Hedges School.

It also suggests

how physical education programs may be evaluated.

Chapter

four contains a program guide for physical education in the
primary grades in Cornelius Hedges School, Kalispell,
Montana.

Chapter V is a summary with recommendations and

conclusions.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES AND MATERIALS
This chapter contains

and facts pertinent to

the planning of the curriculum,

A survey of books concerning

primary physical education was made.

Most of the authors

agree in general as to the activities that should be included
in a modern physical education program in the primary grades.
This program guide for physical education for grades
one, two, and three included in this paper has been based
upon the recommendations of the Montana State Department of

1
Public Instruction,

and the general purposes of physical
2
education according to Van Hagen, Dexter and Williams,
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION OF THE STATE OF MONTANA
The three points listed below are based on the 1951

revision of the State Course of Study for Physical Education
in the State of Montana:

^ Circular Letter. Department of Public Instruction,
(Helena, Montana, 1951;, 3 pp.
2

Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Fering
W^illiams, Physical Education in the Elementary School.
(Sacramento:
California State Department of Education,
1951), p. 4.
-7-
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1.

â—

A balanced program of physical education is defined

as one in which the time allotted to rhythmic activities,
athletic games, mimetics, story plays, hunting games, relays
3
and individual athletic events is kept in proportion,
2.

A graded program of physical education is defined

as one in which the types of activities are selected to
develop motor coordination and skill appropriate to the
physical and emotional growth and development of children at
specific age and grade levels.

Those activities which can

be correlated with the academic program are highly recommended.
Those activities with carry-over value, those related to
child life situations and those with mental content and
character training possibilities should be included.
3.

No student is to be excused from the physical

education program;

(a) because of any physical handicap or

disability (a modified and restricted program must be
provided for those students);
activity;

(b) to participate in another

(c) to make up work in another subject; (d) as a

disciplinary measure;

(e) because of participation in inter4

scholastic athletics.

3

’-/inifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Fering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1951),
pp. 45-46
^ Circular Letter, Department of Public Instruction,
o p . c 11 • , p . 1.
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-9AIM AND PURPOSES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The ultimate aim of physical education may
well be to so develop and educate the individual
through the medium of wholesome and interesting
physical activities that he will realize his maximum
capacities, both physically and mentally, and will
learn to use his powers intelligently and co
operatively as a ^ood citizen even under violent
emotional stress
The following general purposes were taken from Van Hagen,
Dexter and Williams:
1. Development of basic muscular strengths and
the coordinations used in fundamental skills.
2. Development of correct postural habits and
the ability to relax.
3. Development of mastery of physical powers,
with the capacity for sustained effort through the
exercise of the large muscles and vigorous play.
4. Development of body poise and creativity in
motion through enjoyable rhythmical activities.
5. Development of sufficient skill in motor
activities to provide pleasure and satisfaction,
6. Development of the individual’s interest in
maintaining his own optimum physical, mental, social,
and emotional well-being.
7. Development of the individual’s desire to
appreciate and master worthwhile physical recreational
skills,
8. Development of the social integration of each
individual within the group through activities that give
opportunity for satisfying experiences.

5

William Ralph LaPorte, The Physical Education
Curriculum (Los Angeles: University of Southern California
Press, 1951), p. 38,
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-109.
Development of emotional stability through
frequent and vigorous participation in activities within
the capacity of the individual to realize.
10.
Development of desirable social attitudes
inherent in group relationships, such as leadership and
followership, subordination of the individual to the
welfare of the group, generosity to opponents,
tolerance toward playmates of different races or creeds
or of different physical abilities.
11.
Development of a sense of individual and group
responsibility for civic behavior on the playground,
in the school, and in the community.
12.
Development of courage, initiative, alertness,
self-control, and co-operation in group activities or
individual games.°
FACTORS TO BS CONSIDERED
Activities.

The following groups and activities were

suggested for primary grade children:
Story Plays
Rhythms
Mimetics
Games of Low Organization
Relay Races
Stunts
Hunting Games
Time Allottment«

According to authorities in the field

of Physical Education and the Montana State Department of
Public Instruction the time allottment for primary grades is
ninety minutes minimum to one hundred twenty minutes maximum

^ Van Hagen, Dexter and Lilliams, 0£. cit., p. 4.
^ N. P. Neilson and Winifred Van Hagen, Physical
Education for Elementary Schools (New York: A. 3. Barnes
and Company, 1932}, p. 6?.
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ô
weekly, or twenty-five minutes daily.
LaPorte recommends
9
a minimum of twenty minutes daily, while Neilson and

10
Van Hagen recommend the twenty-five minute period daily.
11
As a result of a twenty-three year study
in physical
education by the Committee on Curriculum Research of The
College Physical Education Association the following time
allottments to each type of activity within the whole physical
education program were recommended for the primary grades s
rhythmical activities, 25 per cent; fundamental rhythms, 20
per cent; hunting games, 20 per cent; relays, 15 per cent;
12
stunts, 10 per cent; low organized games, 10 per cent.
Geographic and Climatic Conditions.

Physical Education

classes should adjust themselves to weather conditions.

Classes

should be conducted out of doors as much as possible.
13
Activities may need to be modified from warm to colder climates.
*
Circular Letter of State Department of Public
Instruction, {Helena, Montana, 1951), 3 pp.
^ LaPort, o£. cit., p. 4-3.
N. P. Neilson and Winifred Van Hagen, Physical Education
for Elementary Schools (New York: A, S. Barnes and Company,
1932),p . X
LaPorte, 0£. cit. . p. 47.
Ibid. , p. 28
13

Eugene U. Nixon and Frederick W. Cozen, Introduction
to Physical Education (Philadelphia:
W. B. Sanders
Company, 194o) , p.
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For example, in Kalispell activities such as skating and skiing
should be taught.
Equipment.

The recommended list of apparatus as shown
14
in Table I was taken from VanHagen, Dexter and Williams.

Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Fering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1951),
p. 93*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

•13REG0:#1ENDED AND OPTIOi\AL EQUIPMENT FOR
SCHOOL PLAYGROUNDS

Age Group
PRIMARY

Apparatus

Minimum Area
Needed

RECOMMENDED
Climbing apparatus, 7^-9* high
Horizontal bars, 48” to 54” high
Horizontal ladder, 5 ’ high

16' x 16'
Ô' x 10 ’
8 ’ x 24 ’

OPTIONAL
Slide, safety platform 8 ’
Swings, canvas seats

15’ x 30’
12’ x 12’
for 2-swing unit
Circular traveling rings, low
25’ x 25’

Location and proper installation of permanent
equipment are important. Slides, swings, circular
traveling rings, offer general appeal to children.
It is important, however, to install the equipment
far away from a hazard, especially wall or fence
so that feet or bodies of those using the equipment
will not come in conbact with the obstruction.
Equipment should be installed away from areas where
running games and ball games are p l a y e d . l2
Equipment suitable for each classroom should be supplied
if at all possible.

Ihid., p. 93.
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-14“
Supplies.

The list of supplies recommended for primary
16
grades are suggested by Keilson and Van Hagen
, and £. Benton
17
Salt.
TABLE II
RECOMMENDED LIST OF SUPPLIES FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION
IN PRIMARY GRADES

Supplies

Bags, Bean
Balls, Playground {Soft rubber)
Balls, Soft (Junior size)
Balls, Tether
Balls, Volley
Bats, Baseball (Junior size)
Charts, Posture
Charts, Age-Height-Weight
Clubs, Indian
Kits, (First Aid)
Lime (for line marking)
Nets, Volley Ball
Nets, Paddle Tennis
Piano
Ropes, Jumping (7’ and 1 6 ’)
Records, Rhythmical dance
Phonograph
Whistles, Playground

Neilson and Van Hagen, _o£. cit., pp. 61-62
17

E, Benton Salt, o^. cit., p. 15.
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-15Size of Class.

LaPorte makes the following recommendations

for the size of primary physical education classes.
It is widely recognized that activity instruction
classes should not exceed thirty-five in enrollment,
and in no case should classes be permitted to go beyond
forty-five for any one teacher.
Classes larger than
this result in play periods without detailed
instruction.
Students in the remedial and restricted groups,
require more detailed instruction and guidance, hence
should be organized in smaller classes, varying from
twenty to twenty-five.
In no case should such a class
be permitted to exceed thirty.1'
Health and safety of children.

The health and safety

of every child in the elementary school is a responsibility
of the board, teachers, and administrators involved in the
child’s education.
The health and safety of all children must always be
of concern to the classroom teacher.
This implies that
children should have periodic health examinations to
determine the desirability of their engaging in the
regular program.
As a means of preventing injuries
it is advisable for children to remove glasses and
wear rubber soled shoes during the physical education
period. Furthermore, all facilities must be inspected
carefully and frequently as a measure of safety and
accident precaution.
Playgrounds.

Small rural elementary school sites should

contain a minimum of three acres of level land, consolidated,
urban and city schools should have a minimum of five acres,

17

William Ralph LaPorte, The Physical Education
Curriculum (revised edition; Los Angeles: Parker and Company,
1951), PPT 50-51.
1A
Salt, o£. cit.. p. 16.
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-16classed on school population, of level land.

The play

ground areas should be as level as possible, free from stones,
graded to a slope of four inches to one hundred feet for
rapid drainage and not subject to flooding during rainy
19
season.
Several types of surfacing are used for school
playgrounds.
A dirt surface can be used, especially
clay which will pack well and is less slippery.
Turf
surfacing has gained attention and is best suited to
semiarid conditions.
These grasses stand hard use
given in schools.
No hard surfacing should be used
under apparatus such as horizontal bars and swings.
Indoor facilities.

A play room or a gymnasium should

be provided in all elementary schools, when physical
education activities are a part of the curriculum.
The Playing Floor.

This room may be used as a multi

purpose room, gymnasium or for other purposes.

In a small

school a room 40 by 60 feet, plus a 20 foot stage is
recommended.

A 50 by 70 foot room is needed for a large

21
school, plus a 20 foot stage.

19

Neilson and Van Hagen, o£. cit.. p. 49.

20

Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Fering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary ochool
{oacraraento: California State Department of Education, 1951),
pp. S2-83.
Ibid., p. 109 .
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-17The floors should be of maple, other hardwood, or
asphalt tile.

Radiators, drinking fountains or other such

items, recessed.

The room should be pointed a light neutral

color ; with careful planning of light, heat and ventilation;
22
and with acoustic treatment, if possible.
Teacher load.

Class instruction should not exceed five

clock hours or the equivalent class period per day or
fifteen hundred minutes per week.

In no case should teachers

be permitted to teach more than six clock hours per day or
eighteen hundred minutes per week.

This maximum should

include class room responsibilities if both a class room
teacher and physical education teacher.

In no case should

any physical education teacher be expected to handle more
23
than 250 students as a teacher load in a given day.
In service training.

The importance of in-service-

training for teachers is to aid in teaching methods and
procedures in physical education and other subjects.

Teacher

participation is very helpful to gain best results,
learning by doing is most effective.
Many teachers get valuable help from the in-servicetraining program because they have had only a minimum of
training in teaching physical education themselves.

22

LaPorte, o£. cit.. p. 44.

23 Ibid., p. 54
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-lâDemonstrations followed by a discussion period concern
ing the values, desirable outcomes and objectives add to
teaching methods.
Preparation of teachers. All teachers ofphysical
education should be certified by the state.
Physical education is a very technical field and
includes the handling of activities of children which
are more or less inherently hazardous.
It is
important that they be under the leadership only of
trained teachers, hence, the person responsible for
them should have at least a minor and preferably a
major in physical education in his college program.
In those smaller communities where there are no such
trained teachers available the principal or
superintendent should insist that the ones assigned
to this work arrange to take special courses in a
teacher training institution during summer sessions.^
Skills for primary children.
process, an emergin, an unfolding.

GroVvth is a continuous
At no time does a child

abruptly complete a particular stage of development and begin
the next.

Neither is there a

group are at exactly the same

time when all children

in a

stage of growth.

Any classification into groups along the route of
growbh is artificial.
The following chart is merely a
device to help give a picture of activities that seem
to suit the changing needs of children.
The sub
divisions and classifications used serve as convenient
labels for periods of growth through which children
gradually move, each child holding to a path that is
his alone.25

Ibid., p. 52.
26

A report of the National Conference on Physical
Education for Children of Elementary School \ge Physical
Education for Children. (Chicago 4, Illinois: Athletic
Institute, 1 9 5 D , pp. 13-14.
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T45LL III
NEEDS AND CHANGES OF FRIMARY CHILDREN
FROM HOME TO SCHOOL

What They Are Like

NTnat They Need

v'/hat to Do

Their large muscles
(trunk, legs, and arms)
are more developed than
the smaller muscles
(hands and feet).

To experience many
kinds of vigorous
activities that in
volve many parts of
the body.
To en
gage in many develop
mental activities for
small muscles.

Activities such as:
hanging, running,
jumping, climbing
dodging, or throw
ing at an object.
Bean Bag Toss,
Jacks Bouncing
Balls, Hopscotch,
0 ’Leary

They have a short
attention span.

To engage in many
activities of short
duration.

Choice of activity
where a child can
change frequently
and activities
that can be started
quickly, such as:
Magic Carpet,
Pineho, Hill Dill,
and stunts.

They are individual
istic and possess
ive.

To play alone and
with small groups.
To play as an indiv
idual in larger
groups.

Individual activit
ies, such as
throwing, catch
ing, bounceing,
kicking, climb
ing, stunts,
running, hopping,
skipping, build
ing blocks, jump
ing.
Dance activ
ities which allow
for expression of
self, such as
clowns, avaitors,
firemen, tops,
aeroplanes, Activ
ities which may
use small numbers
of children, such
lat
as Stride Ball
and Rat, Hill Dill,
Cowboys and Indians
oinging games
such as Looby Loo,
Bluebird, Sing a
Song of Sixpence
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TABLS III (Continued)

What They Are Like

What They Need

Vvhat To Do

They are dramatic,
imaginative, and
imitative.

To create and ex
plore,
To
identify them
selves with
people and
things.

Invent dance and
game activities, such
as Cowboys, circus,
Christmas toys; work
activities such as:
Pounding, sawing
raking, and hauling.
Other play activit
ies: Farmers,
postman, grocers,
elevators, bicycles,
leaves, scarecrows.

They are active,
energetic and
responsive to
rhythmic sounds.

To respond to
rhythmic sounds
such as:
drums,
rattles, voice,
nursery rhythms,
songs, and
music.

Running, skipping,
walking, jumping,
galloping, dodging,
swimming.
Singing
and folk games such
as: Oats, Peas,
Beans, and Barley
Grow: Farmer in the
Dell, Nixie Polka.

They are curious
and want to find
out things.

To explore and
handle materials
with many types
of play.

Using materials such
as: Balls, ropes.
stilts, bean bags,
bars, ladders, trees,
blocks. Games and
activities such as:
Hiking, Run Sheep
Run, Ruckle Buckle
Bean Stalk.
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TABLE III (Continued)

What They Are Like

V.Tiat They Need

Vi/hat To Do

They want chances to
act on their oivn and
are annoyed at con
formity.

To make choices,
Variety of activities
to help make rules,with minimum of rules,
to share and evalu-such as:
Center Base,
ate group experi- Exchange, Midnight
ences.
and Red Light. Make
up activities, dances
and games.

They are continuing
to broaden social
contacts or relat
ionships.

To cooperate in
play and dance, to
organize many of
their own groups

Group games, such as:
Simple forms of
Dodge Call, Kickball.
Dance and rhythmic
activities, such as:
Gustaf^s Skoal,
Dance of Greeting,
Bow Belinda,

They seem to be in
perpetual motion.

To play many
types of vigorous
activities.

Running, jumping,
skipping, galloping,
rolling.

AND THEY CONTINUE TO GROW
TAKING STOCK
How are they doing?
1.

Do they play freely
and happily?

2.

Do they play co
operatively with
others?

3.

Do they enjoy a
variety of activities
with many kinds of
equipment?

Do they enjoy dance
activities to simple
forms of accompaniment?
Do they show improve
ment in their skills
in running, jumping,
skipping, games, and
other activities?

A Report of the National Conference on Physical
Education for Children of Elementary School Age, Physical
Education for Children (Chicago 4, Illinois:
Athletic
Institute, 1951), p. 13.
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Physical characteristics, of 6, %, and

year olds.

1. The healthy 6, 7, or 8 year-old has bright eyes,
color in his face, straight legs and great vitality.
2. Upon entering school there maybe a resumption of
certain earlier tensional behavior:
thumb sucking, nail
biting, knee-knocking, etc.
Occasional toilet lapses may
occur.
3. The child stands straight and sits well at his work
table without learning or slumping.
% i l e at work he may rest
by changing from sitting to standing.
4* He has urge to action and is still for only a short
time.
He is interested in the activity, not in the result.
He has
a sense of equilibrium.
He can stand on one foot, hop
and skip, keep time to music, and bounce and catch a ball. He
likes to climb and jump from heights.
5. He is susceptible to fatigue and may withdraw from
play when tired.
6. He is becoming self-dependent.
He can brush his
teeth, comb his hair, dress himself, and by the end of this
period can tie his shoe laces if he takes time.
He can
perform simple household tasks:
empty baskets, sweep, clear
table, wipe dishes, put out milk bottles, "mind" the baby, etc.
7. The child’s questioning attitude extends to problems
about sex differences.
Knowledge is derived in the home.
Nutritional problems may arise when breakfast is
hurried or there are frequent purchases of between-meal snacks.
9. The child can abide by certain safety precautions:
cross streets on signals, keep toys from underfoot, avoid
hot radiators, stoves, and food cooking.
He can understand
the necessity for remaining away from those who have
contagious diseases,

27

' billard K. Goslin, and others, Organizing the
Elementary School for Living and Learning (Washington, D. C,
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
National Education Association, 1947), p. 68,
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-23Social Needs.
1. Expression through movement and noise is necessary
for growth. Vigorous exercise will increase the heart action
and respiration, thus helping to build endurance.
Active,
boisterous games with unrestrained running and jumping are
needed.
2. It is part of the child’s development to play in mud,
wade in puddles, fall in snow, walk in fallen leaves, and
roll down hills. He may approximate rock-and-tree-climbing
activities on playground climbing apparatus.
Playing animals
(walking on all f our’s will develop muscles of the back and
abdomen.
Use of the walking board (balance beam) will help
to correct pronation (flat-foot).
Scooters and coaster
wagons develop the leg muscles and fulfill a need for speed,
3. There must be opportunity to organize simple group
play, to skip and dance in small groups. Half a dozen
children are capable of playing together for a 15-minute
period or longer.
All demand attention from one another and
demand their own "turns".
4. Dramatic activities and rhythmic activities are
essential.
5. The withdrawn child must be encouraged gradually to
find his place in the group.
6. Since the attention span is short the periods should
be short.
7.

The child should sleep about 11 hours.

S.
Although the child from time to timereject
may
certain foods because of texture or strong taste, variety in
the menu will provide the full protective diet.
9. The child needs training both at home and in school
in habits of personal hygiene:
covering coughs and sneezes,
using the handkerchief, keeping fingers away from mouth and
nose, etc.
He needs training in choice of clothing appropriate
to w e a t h e r .

2^

Ibid., p. 63.
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Discipline.

Discipline of the right sort is indispensable

to effective teaching and learning.

Because disorder and

attendant distractions lessen attention a program can
practically be destroyed by poor discipline.
Discipline today has become a matter not of
forcing or terrifying the student into any type of
behavior but rather of setting the stage so as to
enlist the interest of the student in the activity to
which we wish him to give his attention.
For this
reason discipline has become a matter of method or
technic in teaching.
Summary.

Research materials and facts in Chapter two

were considered pertinent to the planning of a teacher guide
in a primary physical education program.

^ Eugene V;. Nixon and Frederick W. Cozen, ^ Introduction
to Physical Education, Third Edition (Philadelphia:
IV. 8.
Saunders Company, 1943), p. 159.
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CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PR0GRM4 IN THE CORNELIUS HEDGES SCHOOL FROM 19A-S-1953
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PR0GRAI4
History.

The program in the primary grades in the

Cornelius Hedges School had its beginning in 194Ô and carried
over to 1953 with a limited program of activities.

An

interest had to be developed in the program with added
materials for teacher use, since each classroom teacher in
the primary grades was expected to carry out her own physical
education instruction.

Observation showed that the teachers

had little training in the field and that additional
activities were neeled for a well rounded physical education
program.
The following is an outline of basic physical education
activities which were included in the Instructional Guide :
1,

Fundamental Rhythms :
Walking
running
skipping

2.

Singing

galloping
whirling
(to accompany music)
games and dances, such as:

Farmer in the Dell
Looby Loo
Mulberry Bush
Chimes of Dunkirk

Old Roger is Dead
Jolly is the Miller
[
Oats, Peas, Beans, etc.

^ Fred R. LaRoque, Instructional Guide in Physical
Education (Kalispell, Montana, 194^1, 56 pp.
-25-
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Story Plays :

In correlating reading and physical

education, story plays are of great value.
4.

Stunts :

Duck walk, rabbit hop, human rocker,

crab

walk and frog jump are stunts of interest to primary children.
5.

Games:

Boundry ball, dodge ball, kick ball and bounce

ball v'.ere used in the program guide for the primary physical
education program in grades one, two and three.
Health and Safety.

The follovd.ng suggestions were offered

to aid in providing health and safety experiences for all
children.
1. iledical examinations (to be recorded on "Permanent
Health Becords").
2. Physical activity of each child planned on the basis
of the medical examination.
3.

Correlation of health and safety in the curriculum.

4. Proper medical slips received in order to participate
after illness.
5.

All necessary precautions taken to prevent accidents.

6. All facilities and equipment thoroughly checked
frequently and systematically.^
7.
Adequate supervision essential for safe participation
in physical activities, including noon-hour recess and other
informal periods of organized play.
Lesson Plannin,q:.

Teachers vvere required to make the same

detailed preparation for the class in physical education as

Winifred
winiirea Van
van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Bering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School
(Sacramento:
California State Department of S mcation,
1951), p. 307.
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-27they did for other classes in the primary curriculum; and
were expected to plan at least one class in advance.

Planning

was done by the classroom teachers with the help of the super
visor.

Vdierever possible physical education activities were

correlated with academic classroom subjects to the best of
the teachers’ ability.
EVALUATION OF THE PROGR;lH
Physical Education is a part of the whole curriculum just
as spelling, arithmetic, health or other courses.

To develop

healthy citizens is first among the objectives of education.
Mot only does physical education furnish recreation and
leisure time occupation for the child but it contributes to
the development of the whole child.
3
The following criteria are for evaluating activities,
1.
/Jill the activities develop self-control and
emotionsl control?
2. './ill the activities develop proper attitudes toward
play, recreation and self-expression?
3. Will the children have some freedom in selections of
activities?
4. Will the activities assist in character development,
and have carry-over skills?
5. Will the activities contribute to the inherent interest
and characteristics of children at various stages of developiiient?4
^ Elwood C. Davis, and John D. Lav/ther, Successful Teaching
in j~'hvsical 'education (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 194^) ,
pp.

IÔI-02.

^ Eugene W. Nixon, and F . W. Cozen, _ln Introduction to
Physical Sducation (Philadelphia and London: IV. B. Baunders
Company, 194^1, pT Ô7.
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6. Will the activities be geared to the overall needs
of the individual or group being educated?5
7. Will the activity provide for the largest possible
number actively participating at the same time in any one
group? o
8.

Will the activities provide for handicapped children??

Standards for Svaluition of a Total fhysical Education
Program.

The following are recommended for the total

physical education program:
1. The program should use activities that arise out of
the basic urges and desires of each age group,
2. The program should provide vigorous activity of organic
systems, suited to the conditions and stages of development
of the individual.
3.
The program should be conducted with reference to the
social learning aspect.
4. The program should provide the opportunity to acquire
the motor skills necessary in the play life of the child
and his use of leisure time.°

^ Ibid., p. 87.
^ II. P. Ileilson and Winifred Van Hagen, Physical Education
for Elementary dchools (New York : A, S. Barnes and Company,
1932T7~p. XIV.
^ Ibid., p. XV.
s
Winifred Van Hagen, Cenevie dexter and Jesse Bering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School.
(Sacramento:
California State Department of Education,
1951), p. 307.
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The worth of the program c m

be estimitad by asking and

answering specific questions that relate to each of these
9
standards listed.
SVALU IT10M3 BY TEACHERo
Questionnaires and check lists covering the specific parts
of a program are sometimes used by groups of teachers,
supervisors, principals, and superintendents for self-evaluattion,
Such questionnaires should be constructive in terms of the

10
standards for a Vvell-balanced physical education program.
In general the teachers in Cornelius Hedges School wanted a
more complete guide of selected activities.

The purpose of Chapter III was to give a brief history of
the physical education program in Cornelius Hedges School
from 1948 to 1953*
Standards were cited for evaluation of the program.
Teachers expressed a definite need for additional activities.
The suggestions for a revised program which follow in Ghipter
IV are based on reco,mended practices and activities for
physical education in the primary grades.

9

Elizabeth L, Sehon, Physical Education I'iethods for
Elementary Schools (Philadelphia : L. B. Saunders Company,
I 9 4 Ô ) , pp. 3 8 - 3 9 .
Van Hagen, Dexter, and L'illiams, op. cit., p. 309.
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CHAPTER IV
A PROGRAI-1 GUIDE FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE PRIMARY
GRADES IN THE CORNELIUS HEDGES SCHOOL
Materials found In this chapter are for boys and girls
in the primary grades.

The activities are selected by

season, and are listed for fall, winter, and spring.
Activities are so arranged as to be progressive in nature,
going gradually from the simple to the more complex.
In planning this schedule of activities, consideration
has been given to the outdoor and indoor facilities avaiable
to the children in Cornelius Hedges School.

A weather survey

shows that for approximately seven months of the school year

1
activities are indoor activities.
On the following pages the teachers will find a
discussion of specific physical education activities, a yearly
program, a weekly program, a sample lesson plan, suggestions
for correlating physical education activities with classroom
subjects and teaching suggestions,
ACTIVITIES
There are two basic types of activities that are suggested
for primary grade children.

These are fundamental rhythmical

activities and fundamental stunt and game skills.

^ United States V/eather Bureau, L'eather Survey (Kalispell,
Montana, 1951)» p. 4.
—3 0 —
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-31FUNDAi^iENTAL ACTIVITIES IN RHYTHI4 (Primary Group).
Fundamental rhythmics for the primary grades should include
the following; walk, run, hop, jump, skip, gallop, slide.
Carry on this activity in the spirit of fun.

Avoid over

emphasis on grade and accuracy in technique; stress the joy
of self-expression.

Encourage the imaginative element in

rhythmic play.
Voluntary muscular control in children of primary
grades, particularly of the first grade, is usually not well
developed.

It cannot be expected that all will learn and

perform at the same level.

The presentation must be informal

enough to permit each child to develop movements suited to
his own capacity.

This is evident also in the teaching of

game skills such as throwing, catching, jumping, and so on.
RHYTHMIC PITIERNC TO BE U3SD.

Here are some fundamental

rhythmic patterns which may be used in the primary grades.
Teachers may wish to make up their oivn.
Counting for Rhythms:
4/4 count 1-2-3-4— Used for walking, running (if in
fast tempo), skipping, hopping, and jumping.
3/4 count 1-2-3— Used for Mazurkas, emphasizing second
count.
(also used for hopping, sliding and skipping).
2/4 count l-and-2— Used for walking, hopping, skipping,
galloping, sliding and leaping.
6/â count l-and-a-2-and-a (or l-and-2-and) (with slight
pause before "and")
Used for running, galloping, sliding
and skipping.2

2 N. P. Neilson and Winifred Van Hagen, Physical
Education for Elementary Schools (New York: A. 3. Barnes
and Company, 1932). p. 3 8 .
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RHYTHiMIG ACTIVITIES Tu BE USED
Walking.

Stress the development of rhythmic appreciation,

Encourage stepping on the count.
Variations of walking to a set rhythm.
a.

Accenting beats with foot and sta.uping or with hand
clapping.

b.

Walking forward— in place— or backward— designated
counts, riake combinations of these.

c.

Combining common step with such variations as
walking on the toes, walking on the heels, walking
with stiff leg swing or v/ith the knee raising
forward for designated counts.

d.

Walking with arm movements— swinging arms forward,
sideward, upward, or in combinations of swings.

Hopping.

Hopping is performed on one foot with the free

foot raised back-ward.

Hopping is usually done forward,

a.

Hopping on left or right foot for designated cuunts
and altec:n'\t,in^ left and right.

b.

Combinations of walking and hopping.
done in place of advancing forward.

Hopping may be

c.

Hopping in patterns.
Examples :
1, 'vith four hops on left foot, make a complete turn
in place (turning left) or hop describing a
circle to the left.
2. Walk four steps forward--full turn left in four
hops on left foot— repeat walking and turn right.

d.

Adapting hopping to
k / k rhythm— triple
3/4 rhythm— double
2/4 rhythm— single

musical
step hop
step hop
step hop

rhythm.
(step, hop, hop. hop)
(step, hop. hop)
(step, hop)
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-33Runnin.g;.

Care must be exercised in selecting musical

selections to accompany running and to the adaptation of
the stop to the tempo.
Variations of the running step.
a.

Accenting beats with stamping.

b.

Running on tip-toes,

c.

Running in patterns— circle left or right, in a
figure eight and running zig-zag.

d.

Running backward.

e.

3
Combinations with walking or hopping.
Examples :
1. Alternate eight running steps with eight hops
left or right, or with four hops forward on
left foot and four on the right foot.

Jumping.

Jumping is performed by springing form both

feet simultaneously in place, or moving forward, backward
or sideward.

Combine jumping in various directions with

other fundamental movements.
Skipping.

Skipping is a combination of two fundamental

movements, a short quick hop followed quickly by a step on
the opposite foot.
ward.

Skipping may be done forward and back

Skipping lends itself well to combinations with most

other fundamental activities— walking, hopping and running.
Patterns can be developed by varying the directions of
skipping as in a circle or zig-zag.

^ Ibid., pp. 33-39.
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-34In introducing rhythmics to musical accompaniment allow
the children to listen to the music first.

After listening

introduce clapping hands, stamping feet, walking or skipping,
"Pop Goes The Weasel" is a good record for these fundamental
rhythmics.

This gradual introduction gives the children a

rhythmic feel to the music.

Teachers may wish to use

percussion before introducing musical accompaniment.

Tapping

on the floor with a stick to simulate walking, running,
4“ 5
skipping is a good method.
Fundamental Stunt and Game Skills.

"Development of basic

and game skills follows a natural progression based on growth,
ability and interest.

The young child should first learn

how to use play materials.

Emphasis upon gaining control

should always precede emphasis on correct form.

As the child

progresses, correct form is recognized as a basic factor in
successful performance".

Following are the basic game skills;

balancing, bouncing, catching, jumping, kicking, leaping,
and throv/ing.
Suggestions For Six Year Olds (1st Grade)
Balancing— Walk, the length of a straight line
slowly, heel to toe. Walk to center of line, turn, and
walk to starting point.

^ E, Benton Salt, Teaching Physical Education in the
Elementary School (hew York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1944),

p7~TWS~,

K. P, Neilson and Winifred Van Hagen, Physical
Education for Elementary Schools (hew York: A. 3. Barnes and
Company, 1932}, p. SO,
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-3 5Bouncing balls-”bounce and catch a ball to rhythmic
accompaniment.
Bounce and catch ball in a variety of
ways, as bounce, clap hands, catch, or bounce, turn
around, catch.
Tap a ball to musical accompaniment.
Bounce a ball to a partner from an increased distance.
Catching--Catch with two hands a ball bounced or
a beanbag throvm by another child from an increased
distance.
Jumping— Jump an individual rope from 10 to 15
times. Jump in a variety of ways as, while turning
the rope backward.
Kicking— Manipulate a Volley ball using either
foot— foil down to a given point and back.
Leaping--Leap over a 12 or 15 inch object while
running.
Throwing— Throw a ball or bean bag into the air and
catch it.
Throw a bean bag to a partner, from an
increased distance, using the underhand throw with a
vigorous arm swing.
Suggestions may be made to place
the correct (opposite) foot forward when throwing.
Throw a bean bag^or ball at a wall target using the
underhand throw.°
Suggestions For Seven Year Olds (2nd Grade)
Balancing— Walk backward to the end of a straight
line. Walk across the line holding a hand against
the chest.
Bouncing Balls--Bounce a ball continuously, swinging
a leg over it at regular intervals.
Bounce a ball to a
partner over a net using the overhand throw. Two
children may hold a length of rope.
Catching— Catch a ball bounced over a net by a
partner.
Catch a bean bag or ball throivn over a net
by a partner.

Elizabeth L, Sehon, and others, Physical Education in
the Elementary School (Philadelphia: h’. B. Saunders Company,
1 9 4 9 ) , pp. 75-79.
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Jumping— Jump a rope In various ways, as with legs
crossed or feet apart. Jump a long rope.
Bowling— Bowl a ball at a pin or several pins.
Kicking— Manipulate a Volley ball with one foot.
Roll down to a given point and back.
Leaping— Leap over an 18 or 21 inch object while
running.
Throwing— Throw a bean bag or ball at a wall target,
using the underhand throw.
Step forward on opposite
foot as throw is m ade, throw a bean bag or ball over a
net, using the underhand throw.
Step forward on opposite
foot as throw is made.
Suggestions For Eight Year Olds (3rd Grade)
Balancing--Walk backward across a straight line, turn,
and walk backward to the starting place. Walk the
length of the line holding a hand behind the shoulders.
Bowling— Bowl a ball at a single pin. Roll a volley
ball.
Catching— Catch a ball rebounding from the wall,
catch a volley ball thrown by a partner, catch a volley
ball thrown over a net.
Dodging--Dodge a runner, dodge a ball throTiVn by
players in a circle.
Jumping— Jump an individual rope with a partner,
jump a long rope repeating rhymes or verses.
Jump a
long rope that is turning toward the jumper.
Jump a
long rope turning away from the jumper.
From a standing
position jump over a rope placed at various heights.
Take off from two feet and land lightly on two feet.
Kicking--Kick a soccer or volley ball, meeting the
ball with the top of the instep to direct the ball along
the floor.
Leaping--bTiile running, leap over a rope placed at
various heights, from the floor.
Take off from and land
lightly on one foot at a tiine.
Throv^ing-Throw a volley ball, using the shoulder
throw.
Throw a volley ball over a net or rope using the
shoulder throw.
Throw a ball at a wall target using the
underhand throw.7
7 Ibid., pp. 90-120.
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-37YEARLY PROGRAM IN PRIMARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Tables I, II and III for Grades I, II and III respect
ively are suggested yearly programs,
has been used following each activity.
to the source.

A capitalized letter
This letter refers

The number following each letter refers to

the pagereference.

The following is the key to the sources:

C .................

Montana State Course of Study,

N .................

Neilson and Van Hagen, Physical
Education for the Elementary School.

R .................

Richardson, Games for the
Elementary School Grade.

Sa... .............

Salt, Teaching Physical Education
in the Elementary School.

3 .................

Sehon, Physical Education Methods
for the Elementary School.

V.D.W.............. Van Hagen, Dexter, and Williams,
Physical Education in the
Elementary School.

Complete data on these sources appear in the
bibliography.
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YEARLY PROBR.L-I FOR GRAD:

ON:

FALL
Activities

September

October

November

Rhythmics

Counting
Rhythms
CS
Walking
G9
'^Cats and Rats”
VDW342

Jumping
C9
Hopping
G9
Skipping
C9
MarchingSa217

Camel
USO
Ducks
N32
A Hunting
We Will Go
Sa236
How D^ye Do
:Iy Partner
VDW347

Story Plays

”A Day in the
Country” N6S
”The Circus”
N69
”At the Sea
shore”
N7'3

Autumn in the
Woods
N69
How animals
get Ready for
Winter
N71
Halloween K70
Hutting
N70

Thanksgiving
N71
Toy Shop N77

Mimetics

Rabbits
N92
Birds
N93
Lion
3a201
Hickory
Dickory
Dock
Sa210

This is
Way the
Rides
Humpty
Dumpty
Clock

Butter
flies
H93
Little iCiss
Muffett Sa2l3

Stunts

"Dog
Run”
K143
”Hop Forward”
VDW36O

”Twirl"VDW361
Duck Walk C23

"Stunts” 3109
Frog Hop HI43
"Log Roll"
Sa2S9

Games

Old 1lot her
Witch
3a75
Slap Jack R31
Brovmies and
Fairies
HÔ9
Teaching Games
R12

"Railroad
Train"
N91
Frog in the
Sea
R24

Squirrel k
Nut
R33
rrimary Ball
Games
3100

the
Lady
Sa2l6
3a211
3a204
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WINTER
Activities

GRADE I
December

January

February

Rhythmics

"The Goblins"
3a203
"Did you ever
See a Lassie"
Sa244

The Clock Sa204
London Bridge
3a25S
French Doll

The Fussy Cat
3a201
The Walking
Doll
Sa207
Looby Loo
Sa259-N06

Story
Plays

Christmas
Tree
Christmas
Toys

Skating
N74
Play in the
Snow
N73

Snow Fort W74
Washington’s
Cherry Tree
N75
Jack in Box
Sa203
Let us Bend
Down
îa21â

N?5
K75

i'iimetics

Marching By
Sa217
Watch Us
Stretch Sa219

Frogs
Elephants

Stunts

Camel Walk
Sa290
Frog Head
Stand
3a2âS
Forward
Roll
3a2SB

Human Ball

Game s

N93
N93

Sa2^8
Rabbit Hop N142

What to Play
Schoolroom
N92 Tag
R29
Classroom
Stop
Start
Games
N92
Sa304”444
Over The Top
Says'

Walk on all
Fours
VDW36O
Crabwalk R142

Jack Be
Nimble
Number
Race
Primary
Games
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N90
Sa74
390

-40TABLE I (Continued)
SPRING
Activities

GRADE I
March

April

May

Rhythmics

The Train Sa206
The Sleeping
Princess VDW3 55
Shoemakers Dance

Jack in the
Box
3a20$
Our Exercises
VDW3 54

RourüÆ Rouhd
the Village
Sa246
tiTien I Was A
Shoemaker
VDW35S
Mulberry
Bush VDW3 51
Additional
Rhythmics
VDW3 58

Story Plays

The Fireman
March Winds

Cowboys
At the
Beach

Cutting the
Grass
N70
May Queen
N79
Children’s
choice Review

N73
N?6

N73
N79

Mimetics

Horse Gallop N92
Ferryboat
N93

Kitty White
V0W348
Ride a Cock
Horse
Sa214

Ducks
Camels

Stunts

Chicken Walk G2S
Seal Crawl C289

C12
Lame Dog
Spider
Walk
Sa289

Cone
Grinder
3a2Sâ
Jumping
Jack

Games

Skip Tag
N91
Drop the
Handkerchief R23

Magic Carpet
N91
Squat Tag R32

M82
NSO

C12

Leader R
Class
N90
Call Ball
RlS
Poison 3a79
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YEARLY PROGRAl-I FOR GRADE II
FALL
Activities

September

October

November

Rhythmics

Sleeping
Chimes of
Dunkirk
N9â Beauty
N106
Run and Stop
I See You
Sa251
3al97
Repeat Grade I Movements G-B-9

Hunting VDW374
Corne Skip with
Me
VDW376
A Hunting We
Will Go
NlOO

Story
Plays

Swimming N109 Maple Sugar
Motorcycle
Nlll
Fire
N109
N119
Repeat Grade I Story Plays

Pilgrims N112
Indians
KIO9
Thanksgiving
N112

Piimetics

Repeat Grade I
I'iimetics
Elevator U121
Rooster
I\I121

Mimetics
3a24-25

Climbing
Ladders
N121
Repeat Grade I
Mimetics
Sal90-347

Stunts

Hop, Walk,
Skip
VDW363
Stunts
G12
Stunts
3109

Jump
VDV/393
Rabbit Hop
Stunts
G12

Hang and Drop
VDW393
Seal Crawl
Sa289
Stunts
SIO9

Games

Back to Back
VDW363
Big Black
Bear
VDW363
Spider and
Flies
VDl.:373

Aisle Pass
Relay
Ml20
Game Skills
S8$
Treasure
Island
SaB7

Hide and Seek
R47
Hound and
Rabbit
N96
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TABLE II (Continued)

WINTER
Activities

GRADE II
December

January

February

Rhythmics

I See You
See Saw Sa208
Seven
VDW379
Lazy
VDV/3S4
Steps
Mary
VDW379
Review Fundamental Rhythms
Sal09

Rowing
3a209
Skip
Music
Ja227
iAorusaki
VDI/3(^2

Story
Plays

Toys»
Jubilee
Farm
Chores
Santa »s
Visit

N114
Nil 5

Modes of
Travel
Nil2
George
Washington
N116
Ice Play N116

Nlll
Nlll

Newsboy
The
Eskimos
Coasting

Nil 2

N115

Mimetics

Snowballing
N121
Review
Mimetics

Toad Jump N121
Tortoise and
3a221
Hare

Trotting Sa2l6
Little Brown
Bears
Sa229

Stunts

Forward Roll
Sa2S6
Stunts
CIS

Human
Ball
Rocking
Horse

Frog Head
Stand
N143
Stunts C12-2S

Games

Keep Away
Sa66
Fox and
Geese

3a57

Hit the
Club
Bird
Catcher

Sa28G
3a289

3a6l
N95

Ducks Fly R42
Revievf Game
Children’s
choice
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SPRING
Activities

II (Continued)
GRADE II

March

April

May

Rhythmics

Popcorn Magic
NIO4
Run and Hop
Sal97
Repeat
Fundamental
Rhythms

Pussy Gat N105
Danish Dance of
Greeting
K99

The Swing NIG?

Story
Plays

Countries NllO
In The
Barn
NllO
The Wind Nil?

Modes of
Travel
Niia
Moving Day NII7

Making a
Garden
N119
Flower Day
Nil?

Mimetics

Weather
Vane
N121
Marching
By
3a21?

Bell
Ringing

The Snail
VDW3S7
The
Swing
VDWSaS

Duck Walk

Crab Walk Sa2âÔ

Frog Hand
Stand
NI43
Rocking
Horse
3a239

Lost Child
VDW370
Midnight VDW371
Puss in the
Circle
N97

who is
Knocking At I.y
Door
R 53
Touch the
Ball
R56
Double
Circle
N96

Stunts

N121

Sa2&^
Airplane
Zooming VDW393
Games

Cross Tag Sa52
Ring Call
Ball
VÛW372
lutomobile
Relay
N120
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-44TABLE III
YEARLY PROGR,AIA FOR GRADE III
FALL

GRADE III Activities may be inter-changed

Activities

September

Rhyt hmi c s

Pinocchio 3a223
Review Grade II
Rhythmics

Ten Little
Indians
N13S
Slide
3a272

Hot Gross Buns
N129
Polka
3a23 5
Ten Little
Indians
N133
Indian War
Dance
NI3I

Mimetics

Seesaw

Furling
Sail
N145
Toad Jump K121

Bouncing
Balls

Camel
Amble
Deep
Squat
Stunts

Human
Rocker VDW3 59
Forward
Roll
VDW459

October

N145

Firecracker NI9I
Stunts

Relays

Games

Run, Hop, Glide
N143
Jump Rope
3a69
Review Grade II

November

VDW458
VDW453

Bean Bag
Posture
Ring Throw NI40 Relay
R77
SimpleRelay RS2 Run and Throw
Back Relay
Salll

Bean Bag
Passing
Relay
Centipede
Relay

Stoop Tag VDVJ421 One Odd
Follow the
Cat
N157
Leader
VDW4II Flying
Dutchman
^Review
Grade II Basic Game Skill

Bat Ball

N145

NI4O
N190

VDW397
Prisoners
Ball
NI6I
Boundry
Ball
NI47
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T,\BLS III (Continued)
WINTER
Activities
Rhythmics

Mimetics

GRADE III
December

January

February

Bean Porridfre
Hot
VDV/433
Paw Paw
Patch
3a263

Little Bo-Peep
NI30

Dog Run
N143
Bicycling NI43

Skating
Sewing
Machine

Review
Rhythmics 3a26

NI46
N191

Jolly is The
Miller
N132
Taffy was a
Welshman
N137
Pop Goes the
Weasel
VDW447
Striking the
Anvil
NI46
Jack in
Box
NI9I

Stunts

Crab Walk N142
Duck Walk N142
Rabbit
Hop
NI42

Bicycling N145
Forward Roll
(review) N143
Back Roll
(review) N143

Cart Wheels N144
Pleasuring
Worm
VDW^460

Relays

Blackboard
Relay
R61
Christmas
Relay
VDW42B

Eraser
Relay
RbA
Across the
Room Relay
VDW427
Row Relay NI40

Attention
Relay
NI4I
Drop
Handkerchief
Other Relays
390-91

Games

Ball Pass
VDW395
Run Rabbit
Run
393
Crackabout
VDW405

Midnight
392
Dodge
Ball
3al02
Bombardment
3a93

Three
Around
VDW423
Lame Fox and
Chickens VDW4I8
Exchange
Tag
VDW403
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TABLE III (Continued)
SPRING
Activities

GRADE III
March

April

May

Rhythmics

Bleking 3a23^
Bluebird
Through the
I'/indow VDW434

Broom Dance
3a239
Captain
Jinks
3a239
Children’s
choice in Review

Children’s
Polka
3a241
Cshebaga VD’
a'
333
Tandeli
Sa273
Thread Follows
the Needle 3a27S

Mimetics

Cowboys
Throwing
Lasso
N145
Climbing
Hanging
C13

Jumping
Rope
Ringing
Bells

Jumping &
Hopping

Hop
N143
Step Hop N143
Seal MaIk
VD./46I

Pole
Climbing VDW46O
Swing Off
VDM461
Jump Rope 3a69

Stair
Climbing VDW46I
Review activity
Children’3
choice

Cross over
Relay VDW429
Object
Passing
Relay VDW431

Over the
Top
Sa73
Stoop Stretch
VDM433

Over Head
Rel.ay

Keep
Away
VûL'415
Catch the
Caboose
3a97

Bat Ball
Soft Ball

Kick Ball VDB’416
Soft Ball
Review Games
Children’s
choice

Stunts

Relays

Games

NI9I

C12

N121

0151
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IVEEKLY PR0GRA14 FOR PRIMARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Tables IV, V and VI for Grades I, II and III
respectively are suggested weekly programs with the recommended
time distribution for the five types of activities*

Teachers

may consult the yearly programs before making out their
weekly schedules.

The time distribution need not be followed

precisely on any one day but should be approximated on a
weekly basis.
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TABLE IV
SUGCrEBTED VÆEKLY PROGRMA FOR GRADE I
GRADE I
Time
per
cent

Activities

Monday

20';%

Fundamental Walk
ing
Rhythms
Run
ning
Skip
ping

25;^

Rhythms

25/6

Tuesday

Wednes
day

Thursday

Friday

Review
to
Music

Hop
Gallop
Slide

Repeat
to
Music

Review
all

["'armer
In the
Dell

Review

Review

Looby
Loo

Child
ren ’s
choice

Hunting
Games

Broivnies
Fair
ies

Review

Squir
rels in
Trees

Review

Choice

20/6

Story
Plays

Oa-y in
the
Coun
try
Sleep
ing
Princ
ess

Review

Autumn
in the
Woods

Circus

Choice

IC^S

Stunts

Ele
phant
'.Gallop
ing
Horses

Repeat

Trot
ting
Horse
Duckwa Ik

Air
planes

Choice

^ Winifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter and Jesse Bering
Williams, Physical Education in the Elementary School
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1951),

p. 68.
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’•49table

V

SUGGEoTED IÆEKLY FROGR;LM FOR GRADE II

GRADS II
Time
Per
cent

Activities

Monday

Tuesday

10%

Fundamental Walk,
Review
run
Rhythms
to
skip
Music
combina
tion

15%

Rhythms

Oats,
Beans,
Peas

Hunt ing
Game s

20,^

Wednes
day

Thursday

Friday

Hop,
Review
slide
to
Gallop
Music
combina
tion

Repeat

Review

Old
Roger
Is
Dead

London
Bridge

Choice

Hound
and
Rabbit

Bird
Catcher

Cat
and
Rat

Review

Choice

Story
Plays

Indians

Review

Automo
biles

Review

Choice

Mimetics

Bell
Ring
ing

Climb
ing
ladders

Review

Toad
Jump

Choice

Stunts

Ring
the
Dishrag

-Eleph
ant
Air
plane

Review

Frog
Hop

Choice

Games
Relays

Auto
Relay

Review

Police
man

Two
Deep

Choice
9

2Vi

9 Ibid., p. 70.
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-50TABLE VI
SUGGESTED VJEEKLY P R O G Y M FOR GRADE III

GRADE III
Time
Per
Cent

Activities

Monday

Tuesday

10%

Review
Fundamental Walk,
Run
Rhythms
to
Skip
Music
Combina
tion

25,%

Rhythms

25,%

Wednes
day

Thursday

Friday

Hop,
Review
slide
to
Gallop, T'lusic
Combina
tion

Repeat

Jolly is Reviewthe
Miller

Shoe
makers
Dance

Repeat

Choice

Hunting
Games

Pom Pom
Pull
Away

Repeat

Fire
Engine

Review

Choice

15)%

Relays
Stunt s

Crab
balk

Lame
Dog

Measur
ing
Worm

Review

Choice

25'/%

Games

Ball
Stand

Review

Single
Dodge
Ball

Review

Choice
10

William Ralph LaPorte, The Phyaical Education
Gurriculum (Los Angeles: University of Southern California
Press, ly^l), p. 36 .
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-51LE330N PLANNING
The characteristics of a good lesson plan are basically
the same in every subject.

The planned physical education

lesson must contain a variety of activities.

A lesson is an

outgrowth of the previous days work; it is also conscious
preparation for the next day’s activities.

In addition it

must provide opportunities for an evaluation by the pupils
of their own growth and achievement.
The following is a sample first grade lesson during the
first week of school.

The teacher leads her class by Follow

the Leader to the gymnasium or play area.

Upon arrival, she

forms her group into a large circle and continues with such
basic movements as \7alking, skipping, running, hopping,
jumping, etc.

Individual help with the demonstration is

given by the teacher in the center of the circle.

Several

mimetics may be introduced such as ducks, elephants, frogs,
rabbits, and other animals.

Upon completion of basic move

ments or mimetics from the circle formation the singing game.
Farmer in the Dell, may be introduced.

On concluding the

lesson the circle is broken into a line and the children are
led back to the classroom.
Teachers may demonstrate activities in the center of
each group.

This formation has its advantages in that a

large group can participate in a limited area.

The circle

formation has the disadvantage of the inability of small
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-52children to maintain proper distance and a tendency to
crowd ahead.

Single or double circles may be used.

The double circle suggests numerous basic rhythmic

11
movements which may be performed by couples.
In every group some children will be advanced in motor
coordination.

These children may be selected to act as

demonstrators when the teacher feels she cannot properly
execute the basic movement.

She should be generous with

praise and encouragement.
If it were possible to summarize in five short statements
the role of the teacher and the rules of her work it may be
that those statements would include the following:
1.

Know and seek to understand each individual child,
as he reacts to different experiences,

2.

Organize the class for effective work.

3.

Plan lessons to meet the needs of each child.

4.

Seek to provide enjoyment for all.
12
Have a good time yourself.

5.

CORRELATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION EITH CLASSRQOk SUSJECTo
Various stories and poems in reading might sugjest games
for rhythmic activities.

In the reading program the beginning

Elizabeth L. Sehon and others, Physical Education
Methods for Elementarv Schools (VM B. Saunders Companies,
1949)',~PP. 3 52-362.
A Report of the National Conference on Physical
Ige, Physical
Education for Children, (Chicago 4, Illinois:
Athletic
Institute, 1 9 5 D , p. 36.
Education for Children of Elementary School
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-53reader series suggests numerous possibilities of correlations
in fundamental movements, rhythmics, mimetics, and story
plays.

For example, learning the word "Jump" in the first

grade might suggest that basic skill for the folloiving class
in physical education.

Phonograph records may be used to

supplement the reading program and to furnish excellent
examples of basic movements which can be used in correlating
physical education activities with classroom work.
Story plays, mimetics in the home, school, and community
are recommended.

Teachers may wish to make up their own.

Story play imitations of dad going hunting, mother washing and
ironing, sweeping the floor, father making a bird house,
sawing and hammering are examples of everday experiences.
13
Other subjects may be correclated.
TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
1. Directions should be given in a clear, concise, and
accurate manner.
2. The teacher should stand where all children can
see her,
3. When demonstrating, the teacher should stand with
her back to the children.
4.
5.
short

Remove all hazardous objects,
Activities should be of interest to children and of
duration; primary children tire easily.

6. Teachers should participate in activities
interest.

to show

7.
Teachers should have patience with primary children
and should never lose her temper.

L. Sehon, Physical Edueat ion hethods for
Ë (Philadelphia :
B. Saunders Company,
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Teachers should have a genuine liking for children.

9. Competence in teaching and guiding elementary school
children.
10.

Complete knowledge of how children grow and learn.

11.

Teach good sportsmanship in all games and free play.

12.

Rules set by teacher should be observed.

13.
game.

No one child should be permitted to monopolize a

14 . Relays should have definite starting lines and
finishing lines,
1 5 . Kake sure you name correct winning side in all
relays, games, and any other competition,
16.

Regular gym shoes should be worn when indoors.

1 7 . Children should wear clothing other than school
clothes for physical education classes.
1Ô,
Foresee and guard against every possible danger of
injury; create confidence and courage in the child for this
will lessen chance of injury.
19 . hake your class a fun period for all children to
enjoy.
20.
Recognize social differences in boys and girls,^nd
do not expect the same performance from all children,^4

SWu lARY
Chapter IV has recommended a revised program for primary
grade children in Cornelius Hedges School, Kalispell, Montana.
The program as outlined has been set up in consideration of

^
\ Report of the National Conference on Physical Education
for Children of Elementary School Age, Physical Education for
Children, (Chicago 4, Illinois: Athletic Institute, 195ÏT, p. 23.
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-55play areas, equipment, teachers and building facilities.
The program suggested is sufficiently flexible to meet the
needs of almost any situation for which it was intended.
All reference material and equipment is available for teacher
use in making this a progressive physical education program.
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CH IFTER V
A 3UT^3RRY ?/ITH RECOIvilŒNDATIONS AND C0HC1U3I0N3
This paper is a report of a study in physical education
in the primary grades.

Education of the whole child implies

that the school will try to maintain or improve the organic
health, mental development, social adjustment and motor
skills of the pupils.

Through the medium of carefully

selected physical education activities, the whole educational
process may be enriched.

Adequate facilities should provide

opportunity to present a well-rounded program, and evaluation
of the results should satisfay both pupils and teacher bhat
the objectives have been ,iiet.

The classroom teacher should

let educational principles guide her planning for the physical
education experiences of her group.
RECOMi5PO\TieN3
Teachers in the primary grades may find the revised
physical education pro gram suggestions in Chapter IV of
this paper of value to them in conducbiu- their respective
classroom progr-^ .is in physical education in the fall of

1953.

-56-
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-57CONGLirSIOIJo

On the basis of the study the following conclusions were
made :
1.

The revised physical education program guide proposed

in the study will add to the primary physical education
program.
2.

The program does follow the Montana State Course of

Study.
3.

The results of the questionnaire returned by primary

teachers showed a need for a program guide.
4.

The facilities in the Cornelius Hedges School were

adequate for a modern up-to-date physical education
program.
5.

The present program with the addition of these

activities v/ill provide an adequate carry over into the
intermediate and upper grades.
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